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The new generation of damper, to  harvest energy from the 
wave-induced motion 

SEADAMP+SEADAMP

The innovative silent and long-lasting damper for a 
stable and safe mooring

Seares

Our Products
Easy to use, smart functionalities, modern design, selected materials, marine craftmanship



High grade stainless steels 
guarantees exceptional durability, 
up to four times the competitors, 
even if submerged
Moreover, the hydraulic oil is 
completely biodegradable

Inherent and 
certified quality

Quality of life on board improves 
thanks to a progressive and silent 
damping action to reduce the boat 
sway and avoid the annoying 
"creaky noise"

COMFORTABLE

SEAWORTHY
All Seadamps are validated by 
performing severe tests, including 
strength, durability and corrosion
Seadamp is provided with three 
years of warranty, five years against 
corrosion

Seadamp’s  design scheme ensures 
a partial effectiveness and the 
mooring line continuity even after 
severe  overloads (fail safe), 
providing an higher safety level to 
the whole mooring system

SAFE

GUARANTEED

Seadamp & Seadamp+ 
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Seadamp operates quietly, generating an high stabilizing effect against 
waves and reducing the loads applied to the mooring line

Available in six models, for applications ranging from small boats to large 
yachts, or custom-built for large ships, floating docks, pontoons or offshore 
platforms, Seadamp incorporates the finest hydraulic technology and 
provides top comfort, reliability and safety

Seadamp, participating to some of the most prominents fairs and events in 
the sector, has been awarded with prestigious prizes and awards, such as 
Qualitec Design Award, Greentec Award and DAME nomination

Seadamp is entirely Made in Italy

Our Products

Seadamp



Seadamp+

World premiere at 
METSTRADE 2018



Product

Seadamp+

ENERGY RECOVERY SYSTEM

The ultimate mooring damper, Seadamp+ adopts a 
revolutionary approach to battery recharging, 
through a smart energy harvesting system that 
mechatronically integrates high efficiency 
generators with neodymium magnets, a robust 
gear train and a smart controller



Seadamp+ 

Modular design with up to three generators on each damper, 
for a peak power of  300W

The mechatronic approach allows to optimize damping, i.e.  for 
energy harvesting, comfort or overload prevention

MECHATRONIC APPROACH

Functionality

In addition to the mistake-proof magnetic 
connector, electronic circuitry protects against 
short circuit, inverted polarity and other misuses, in 
order to prevent unintentional damage

ROBUST ELECTRONICS



Seadamp+ 

MAGNETIC CONNECTOR

Easy to use

The connector on the damper is a mistake-proof 
proprietary design based upon standard components 
(magnets, connector plates and spring-loaded pins)

The tapered shape makes impossible to invert the 
connector contacts and helps the user to identify the 
right placement, while streamlining the damper shape

SMART AND VISUAL

The status led  communicates, via color code and 
blinking period, the system status (charging, full charge, 
overload, etc.) and may be programmed to send other  
“smart” visual signals



Seadamp+ 

Seadamp+  generates energy preserving space and 
comfort on board, working 24 hours a day, whenever the 
boat is moored!

Seadamp+  is not invasive, being placed on the mooring 
line and requiring just a dedicated plug on board

ZERO IMPACT

Handy and 
Smart

SMART FUNCTIONS
Seadamp+ is IoT ready, including an RFID for traceability 
and logging purposes

Seadamp+ is optionally provided with smart 
functionalities, such as advanced logging, WiFi or LoRa 
communication, and alert systems (i.e. alerts for predictive 
maintenance, improper mooring or severe sea conditions)


